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P AR"r THE FOURTH. 

On the Process of manufacturing Grain into Flour, <U 
practised by the most skilful Millers in the United 
.itates. 

• 

CHAPTER XIII. 

ARTICLE 104. 

'l'HE PlllNCIPLES 01'' GRINDING EXPLAINED, TOGETHER 
WITH SOME OBSERVATIONS ON LA YING OUT THE FUR
ROWS IN THE STONES WITH A PROPER DRAUGHT. 

THE end we have in vie,v in grinding the grain, is to 
reduce it to such a degree of :fineness, as is found by ex
perience to :fit it to make the best bread; and to put it in 
such a state, that the :flour may be most effectually se• 
parated from the bran, or skin of the grain, by means of 
sifting or bolting. It has been proved by experience,
that to grind grain fine \vith dull mill-stones, ,viii not an
swer said purpose, because it kills or destroys that q ua}i. 
ty of the grain, which causes it to fern1ent and raise in 
the baking; it also makes the meal· so clammy, that it 
sticks !o the cloth, and chokes up the meshes in bolting;
hence 1t appears, that it should be made fine with as lit• 
tie pressure as possible; and i t  is evident that this can• 
not be done without sharp instruments. Let us suppose 
we undertake to operate on one single grain, it see1ns to 
accord with reason, that ,ve should first cut it into seve
ral pieces, with a sharp instru1nent, to put it into a state 
suitable for being passed between two planes, in order to 
its being reduced to one regular degree of fineness. "fhe 
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planes should have on their faces a number of little sharp
edges, to scrape off the 1neal fro1n the bran, and should 
be set at such a distance apart as to reduce the meal to 
the required fineness, and no.finer; so that no part can 
escape unground. The same rules or principles will 
apply to any quantity that ,vill serve t'or one grain. 

To prepare the stones for grinding to the greatest per
fection, we may conclude, therefore, that their faces 
must be put into such order, that they \Vi1l first cut the 
grain into several pieces, and then pass it bet,veen then1 
in such a manner, that none can escape ,vithout being 
ground to a certain degree of fineness, whilst, at the 
same time, it scrapes the meal off cleanly from the bran 
or skin. 

pfhe best way that I have yet found to effect this, is 
(after the stones are faced with the staff, and the pick,) to 
grind between then1 a few quarts of fine, sharp sand; this 
will face them to fit each other so exactly, that no meal 
can pass them without being ground; this is also the best 
way of sharpening all the little edges on the face, that 
are formed by the pores of the stone; instead of sand, \Ya

ter may be used, the stones then t:1ce each other; th·ey 
will then scrape the meal off of the bran, without too 
much pressure being applied. But as the meal will not 
pass from the centre to the periphery or verge of the 
stones, \vith sufficient rapidity, ,vithout some assistance, 
there must be a nun1ber of fnrro,vs, to aid it in its 
egress; and these fnrrO\VS must be set ,vith such a 
draught that the meal ,vill not pass too far along then1 at 
once, without passing over the land, or plane, lest it 
should get out unground. They should also be of suffi. 
cient dcpt�1, to pern1it air enongh to pass through the 
stone� to carr� out the heat generated by the friction of 
grinding; but if they have too 1nuch draught, they ,vill 
not hear to be <leep, or the n1eal ,viii escape along then1 
unground. 'I'he�e fu_rro\vs ought to he rna<lc sharr at the 
feather edge, ,vh1ch 1s the hinder edge of the furroVI', 
and the foremost edge of the lancl; this serves the pur.. 
1>ose of cutting do"vn the grain; they should be more nu
inerous near the centre. , because there the office of the 
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stone is to cut the grain, and near the periphery the of
fice of the two planes is to reduce the flour to the re
quired fineness, and scrape the bran clean, which is ef
fected by the edges, forn1ed by the numerous little pores
with ,vhicl1 the burr stone abounds. We must consider, 
however, that it is not best to have the stones too sharp 
near the eye, because they then cut the bran too fine. 
The stones incline to keep open near the eye, unless they 
be too close. If they be porous, ( near the eye,) and will 
keep open without picking, they \viii remain a little dull, 

· which will flatten the bran, w-ithout cutting it too much: 
but if they be soft next the eye, they ,viii keep too open, 
and that part of the stone will be nearly useless; they, 
therefore, should he very hard and porous. 

It is also necessary, that the face of the stone be dressecl 
in such a form, as to allo,v roon1 for the grain, or meal, in 
every stage of its passage bet,veen the stones. In ordet
to understand this, let us conceive the strean1 of \Vheat 
entering the eye of the stone, to be about tt1e thicknes� 
of a man's finger, but instantly spreading every way 
over the whole face of the stone; this stream must, there
fore, get thinner, as it approaches the periphery, where 
it would be thinner than a fine hair, if it di<l not pass 
slo,ver as it becomes finer, and if the stones were not 
kept apart by the bran; for this reason, the stones must 
be so dressed, that they will not touch at the centre, 
,vithin about a 16th or 20th· part of an inch, but get 
closer gradually, till within about 10 or 12 inches from 
the verge of the stone, proportionecl to the diameter, 
and fron1 that part out they must fit nicely together. 
This_ close part is called the flouring of the Rtone. The 
furrows should be deep near the centre, to adn1it ,vhcat 
in its chopped state, ancl the air, which tends to keep 
the stones cool. 
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In the central dress E A. the furrows have all one 

DR1\UGHT OF l\IILL-STONES. [Cbap. 13. 

ARTICLE 105. 

OF THE DRAUGHT NECESSARY TO ;BE GIVEN TO THE FUR

RO"\VS OF ?tlILL-STONES. 

From these principles and ideas, and the ]a\vs of cen
tral forces, explained at Art. 13, I form my judgment of 
the proper draught of the furro\vs, and the manner of 
dress; points in ,vhich I find but fe\v of the best n1illers 
to agree; some prefer one kind, and s01ne another, ,vhich 
shO\\'S that this necessary part of the n1iller's art is not 
yet well understood. In order to illustrate this matter, 
I have constructed fig. 3, Plate XI. 1-\ B represents the 

'e· eight quarter, C D  the twelve quarter, and E A the cen
tral dress. N o,v, ,ve observe that in the eight quarter 
dress, the short furro\vs at F have about five times as 
much draught as the long ones, and cross one another like 
a pair of shears opened so wide that theywill drive all be
for�;, th�1n, a!1d cut nothing; and if thes� furro�s be deep
they will drive out the meal as soon as 1t gets into them, 
and thereby make much coarse meal, such as 1niddlings
and ship stuff or carnel; the t,velve quarter dress appears 
to be better; but the short furro,vs at G have about four 
times as much draught as the long ones, the advantage of 
,vhich I cannot perceive, because if we have once found 
the draught that is right _for one fu:row, so as t? cau�e 
the meal to pass through the stone 1n a proper time, it 
appears reasonable that the draught of every other fur
ro,v should be equal to it. 

draug�t, and if we could 
' 

once determine exactly how 
1nuch 1s necessary, I have no doubt we should find this 
to be the correct plan; and I apprehend that ,ve shall find 
the best draught to be in a certain proportion to the size 
and velocity of the stone; because the centrifugal force 
that the circular motion of the stones gives the 1neal, has 
a tendency tp move it out\vard, and this force ,vill be in 
inverse proportion to the dian1eter of the stones, their 
velocities being the san1c, by the fourth la,v of circular 
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parts, called quarters. 

of the qua1·ters at 6, at the verge of the stone, and the 

the centre of the stone, and draw a line for the furrow 
other e,nd at the outside draught circle, 6 i-nches from 
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1-,.otion. E e is a furrow of the running ston·e, and we 
may see by the figure, that the furro\vs cross one ano
ther at the centre at a much greater angle than near the 
periphery, which I conceive to be right, because the 
centrifugal force is nlucl1 less to\vards the centre than 
near the periphery. But we n1ust also consider, that the 
grain, \vhole or but little broken, requires less draught and 
centrifugal force to send it out, than it does \vhen ground 
fine; which shows that \Ve 1nust not, in  practice, follow 
the theory laid do\vn in  Art. 13, respecting the laws of 
circular motion and central forces; because the grain, as 
it is ground into meal, is less affected I,y the central force 
to drive it out; the angles, therefore, \Vith ,vhich the 
furro\VS cross each other, must be greater near the verge 
or skirt of the stone, and less near its centre than would 
be assigned by that theory; and ,vhat ought to be the 
amount of this variation is a question which practice has 
not yet deter1nined. 

From the whole of my speculations on this difficult sub
ject, added to observations on 1ny own and others' prac
tice and experience, I propose the following rule for Jay-
ing out a five foot mill-stone. (See fig. 1, Plate XI. )  
1.  Describe a circle ,vith 3 inches, and another ,vith 6 

inches radius, round the centre of the stone. 
2. Divide the 3 inches space bet\:veen these two circles 

into 4 spaces, by 3 circles equi-distant; call these five 
circles draught circles. 

3. Divide the stone into .5 parts, hy describing 4 circles 
equi-distant bet\veen the eye and tl1c verge. 

4.  Divide the circu1nference of the stone into 18 equal 

5. Then take a straight-edged rule, lay one end at one 

fro� the verge of the• stone to the circle 5 :  then shift 
the rule fro1n draught circle 6, to the draught circle 
5, and continue the-furro\v line to\vards the centre, 
from circle 5 to 4 :  then shift i n  the -rule to draught 
circle 4, and continue to 3; shift to 3, and continue to 
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2; shift to 2, and continue to I ,  and the curve of the
furro\v is for1ned, as 1-6 in the figure.

6. To this curve form a pattern, by ,vhich to lay out all 
the remainder. 
The .furro\vs ,vith this curve ,vill cross each other ,vitl1 

the follo,ving angles, shown fig. 1,
at circle 1, ,vhich is the eye

of the stone, at 75 degrees angle, 

These angles, as sho,vn by the lines G r, H r, G s, H s, 

-
- 3

2 
- -

45 
35 

- 4 81 
- 5 • 27 

- 6 23 

&c. &c., will I think, do ,veil in  practice, will grind 
smooth, and make but little coarse meal, &c. 

Supposing the greatest draught circle to be 6 inches 
radius, then, by theory, the angles ,vou]d have been 

at circle 1 
-- 2 

138 degrees angle. 
69 

35,5 
- 3 

- 4 - -
- 5 

- 6 -
If the draught circle had been 5 inches radius, and the 

furrows straight, the angles ,vould then have been at 
circle. dt!gree1. 

l about 180

And 6 inches from centre, as sllown � - 1 10 
bv Jines G 1, H I,  

2 - 60 
-3 38 

4 - ·29 
5 23 

Here, the angles near the centre are 1nuch too great
to grind, and they ,vill push the grain before them; to 
remedy this disadvantage, take the aforesaid rule, ,vhich 
forms the furrows, as sho\vn at 6-7, fig. I, which is 4 

' 
J' of I8 qrs. H 8 rep1·esent� a fnrro,v of the runner, sho,,·-
! 
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ing the angles where they cross those of the bed-stone, 
in every part. Here I have supposed the extremes of 
the draught of 6 inches for the verge, and 3 inches for 
the eye of the stone, to be rigl1t for a stone 5 feet diame
te1·, revolving 100 times in a minute; but of this I am, by 
no means, certain. Yet, by experience the extremes 
may be ascertained for stones of all sizes, with different 
velocities; no kind of dress of which I can conceive, ap
pears to me likely to be brougl1t to perfection excepting 
this, and it certainly appears, both by reason and by in
specting the figure, that it will grind the smoothest of 
all the different kinds exhibited in the plate. 

The principle of grinding is partly that of shears, clip
ping; the planes of the face of the stones serving as 
guides to keep the grain in the edge of the shears, the 
furrows and pores forming the edges; if the shears cross 
one another at too great an angle, they cannot cut; it fol
lows, therefore, that all the strokes of the pick should be 
parallel to the furrows. 

1o give t,vo stones of different diameters the same 
draught, we must make their draught circles in direct 
proportion to their diameters; then the furrows of the 
upper and lower stones of each size, will cross each other 
with equal angles in all proportio�al distances, from their 
centres to their peripheries. But ,vhen ,ve come to con
sider that the mean circles of all stones are to have near
ly equal velocities, and that their centrifugal forces ,viii 
he in inverse proportion to their dia1neters, ,ve must per
ceive that small stones must have n1ucl1 less draught than 
large ones, in proportion to their diatneters. (Sec the 
proportion for determining the draught, Art. 13.) 

It is very necessary that the true draught of the fur
rows should be determined to suit the velocity of the 
stone, because the centrifugal force of the meal ,,,ill vary, 
as the squares of the velocity of the stone, by the 5th Ja\v 
of circular motion. But the error of the draught may 
be corrected, in some 1neasure, by the depth of the fur
rows. The less the draught, the deeper 1nust be the 
furrow; and the greater the draugl1t, the shallo,ver the 
fn1•ro,v, to prevent the n1e(ll from escaping unground; 
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but if the furrows be too shallow, there will not a suffi
cient quantity of air pass through the stones to keep them 
cool. But in the central dress the furrows meet so near 
together, that they cut the stone too 1nuch a,vay at the 
centre, unless they be made too narrow; I, therefore, pre
fer what is called the quarter dress, but divided into so 
many quarters, that there ,viii lre little difference be
t,veen the draught of the furro,vs; suppose 1 8  quarters 
in a 5 foot stone, then each quarter takes up about IO½ 
inches of the circumference of the stone, ,vhich suits for 
a division into about 4 furro,vs and 4 lands, if the stone 
be close; but, if it be open, 2 or 3 furrows to each quar
ter will be enough. 1"his rule ,vill give 4 feet 6 inch 
stones, 16; and 5 feet 6 inch stones, 21; and 6 feet stones, 
23 quarters. But the number of quarters is not very 
important; i t  is better, however, to hav:e too many than 
too few. If the quarters be fe,v, the disadvantage of the
short furrows crossing at too great an angle, and throw
ing out the meal too coarse, may be remedied, by making
the land widest next the verge, thereby turning the fur
rows towards the centre, ,vhen they ,vill have less 
draught, as i n  the quarter H I, fig. 3. 

I • 

ARTICLE 106. 

OF' FACING MILL-STONES. 

The burr mill-stones are genera11y left in  such face by 
the maker, that the miller need not spend much labour 
and ti�e on them \Vith picks, before he may harig them,
and grind then1 together with ,vatcr or dry sand. Af
ter they have been ground together for a sufficient length
of time, they must be taken up, and the red staff tried 
over their faces,* and if it touch in  circles, the project-

• The red staff is made longer than the rliameter of the stones, and three inches 
thick on the edge, which is mad� perfectly straight; on this is rubbed red clay, 
mixed with water, which shows the highest parts of the faces of the stones, when 
nibbed o�er them, by lenving the red on tho�e high parts. 
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ing parts should be well cracked �ith picks, and agairi
ground with a small quantity of \Valer or sand; after this, 
take them up, and try the staff on them, picking off the 
red parts as before, and repeat this operation, U'f!til the 
staff will touch nearly alike all the \vay across, and until 
the stone comes to a face in every part, that the quality
thereof may plainly appear; then, with a red or black 
line, proceed to lay out the furro\vs, in the manner de
termined up9n, from the observations already ]aid down 
in the last article. After having a fair vie\v of the face 
and quality of the stone, we can judge of the number of 
furrows most suitable., observing that where the stone is 
most open and porous, fewer furro\VS ,vill be.wanted; but 
where it is close and smooth, the furro,vs ought to be 
1nore numerous, and both they and the lands narro,v, 
( about 1 ! inches wide,) that they may form a greater 
number of edges, to perfor1n the grinding. The fur
rows, at the back, should be made·enearly the depth of the 
thickness of a grain of \Vheat, but sloped up to a feather 
edge, not deeper than the thickness of a finger-nail;* 
this edge is to be made as sharp as possible, which can
not be done without a very sharp, hard pick. When 
the furrows are all made, try the red staff over them, and 
if it touch near the centre, the marks n1ust be quite taken 
off about a foot next to it, but observing to crack lighter 
the farther from it, so that \vhcn the stones are laid to
gether, they will not touch at the centre, by about one
t,venticth part of an inch, and close gradually, so as to 
touch and fit exactly, for about 10 or 12 inches from the 
verge. If the stones be now ,veil hung, having the facing 

• For the form ofthe bottom of the furrow, see fig. 3, Plate Xl. The curve 
line e b shows the bottom, b the feather edge, and e the back part. If the bot• 
tom had been m�e square at the back, as at e, the grain ,voald lie in the comer,
and by the centnfugal force, would work out along the furrows without passing 
over the lands, and a part would escape unground. The back edge must be 
sloped for two reasons: 1st, that the meal may be pushed on to the feather edge; 
2dly, that the fnrrow may grow narrower, as the faces of the stones wear away,
to give liberty to sharpen the feather edge, without making the furrows too wide. 
Fit . 5 represents the face of two stones, working together, the runner moving

gfrom a to d. \Vhen the furrows are just over each other, as at a, there isroom for 
a grain of wheat; when they move to the position ofb, it is flattened, and at c, is 
clipped in two by the feather edges, and the land:; or planes operate on it, as 
at d. 
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and furrowing neatly done, they will be found in  the 
most excellent order th.at they can possibly be put, for 
grinding wheat, because they are in good face, fitting so 
neatly together that the ,vheat cannot escape unground, 
and all the edges being perfectly sharp, so that the 
grain can be ground into flour, witl1 the least pressure 
possible. 

AR1'ICLE 107. 

OF IIA�GIN'G llILL-ST-ONES. 

If the stone have a halance-ryne it is an easy matter to 
hang it, for ,ve have only to set the spindle perpendicu
lar to the· face of the bed-stone; which is done by fasten
ing a staff on the cock-head of the spindle, so that the 
end may reach to the edge of the stone, and be near the 
face. In this end we 11ut a piece ofelastic material, such 
as of whalebone or quill, so as to touch the stone, that, on 
turning the trundle hea<l, the quill may move round the 
edge of the stone, and \vhen it is made to touch alike all 
the way round, by altering the ,vedges of the bridge, 
the stone may be laid down and it \Vill be ready hung;* 

• But here we must observe, whether the stone be ofa true balance, as it hangs •<>n the cock-head, and, if not, it n1ust be tn1ly balanced, by running- lead into the 
lightest side. 'Chis ought to be carefully attendtd to by the maker, because the 
stone may be made to balance truly when at rest; yet, if every opposite part do 
not balance each other truly, the stone may be greatly out of balance ,vhen in mo
tion; and this is the reason why the bush of some stones can be kept tight but a 
few hours, while others will keep so for several n1onths, the spindles being good,
and the stonci balanced when at re-st. The reason why a stone that is balanced at 
rest, will so'?etimes not be balanced in motion, is, that if the upper part be  heavi
est on one side, and the lower part be heaviest on the other side of the centre,
the stone may balance at 1·est, yet, when set in 1notion, the hca,·icst parts clraw 
outwa�s motst, by th� centrifugal force, whjch will put the stone out of bal'\nce _ .while 1n motion, and if the stone be not round, the parts farthest from the centre 
will have the g:rea.test centrifugal force, because the centrifugal force is as the 
sq narc of th� chstance from the centre. rfhe neck of the spindle will wear next 
the longest s1Cle, and the bush get loose; and this argues in favour of a �tiff ryn�. 
1'he best method that I have seen for hanging stones with stiff horned rynes, 1,; 

.as follows� Fix a screw to each horn to regulate by, which is clone thus-after the 
htlrns are bedded, sink under each horn a strong burr, through which the screw 
is to p�s frotn the neck ofthe stonc,an<l fasten then, in with le.ad; then,_after the 
stone is laid down, put in the screws from the top of the stone, scrcwmg- them 

• 
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but if ,ve have a stiff-ryne, it ,vi11 be much n1ore difficult, 
because we have not only to fix the spindle perpendicu
lar to the face of the bed-stone, but \Ye must set the face 
of the runner perpendic�lar to the spindle, and all this 
must be done with the greatest exactness, because the 
ryne, being stiff, ,viii not give ,vay to suffer the runner 
to form itself to the bed-stone, as ,vill the balance-ryne. 

The bed of the ryne being fi1·st carefully cleaned out, 
the :ryne is put into it and tied, until the stone be laicl 
down on the cock-head; then ,ve find the part that hangs
lowest, and, by putting the hand thereon, ,ve press the 
stone do\vn a little, turning it about at the sa1nc ti1ne, and 
observing whether the lo\vest part touches the bed-stone 
equally all the ,vay round; if i t  do not, it is adjusted by
altering the ,vedges of the bridge-tree, until it touches 
equally, and then the spindle ,vill stand perpendicular 
to the face of the bed-stone. 1'hen, to set the face of 
the runner perpendicular, or square� to the spindle, ,ve 
remain in  the same place, turning the stone, and Jlress
iog on it at every horn of the ryne, as it passes, and ob
serving whether the runner ,vi]l toucl1 the bed-stone 
equally at every horn, which, if it do not, ,ve strike 
with an iron bar on the horn that bears the stone high
est, which, by its jarring, ,vill settle itself better into its 
bed, and thereby let the stone do\vn a little i n  that part;
but, if this be not sufficient, there must be paper put on 
the top of the horn that lets the stone too lo\v; observing 
to mark the · high horns, that ,vhen the stone is taken up, 
a little may be taken off the bed, an(l the ryne ,vill soon 
be�ome so neatly bedded, that the stone ,viii hang very 
easily. But I have al\vays found that everv time the 
stone is taken up, the bri<lge i s  moved a lfttle out of 
place; or, i n  other words, the spindle moved a little from 
its true perpendicular position, ,vith respect to the f:tce 
of the bed-stone, which is a great objection to the stiff 

·horn ryne; for i f  the spindle be  thro,vn butevery 1 i ttle 
out of place, the stones cannot come together e<p1al1y; 

till the points bear tig·htl}_' on the horn: then proc('ed to hanf!' thl"! stone, ',vhich i., 
very easily donf', by turn mg the screws. · 
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the bed-stone. 

wel], which will be in proportion to their size, velocity, 

assistance to the beginner. 

OF REGULA'fING THE F.EF!D, &c. • [Chap. 13� 
whilst, with a balance ryne, if it be considerably out of 
place, it will do but little or no injury in the grinding,
b�cause the running stone has liberty to form itself to 

ARTICLE 108. 

OF n'.EGULATIXG 'I'llE FEED AND \VATER IN GRINDING, 

The stonee· being well hung, proceed to grind, and,e. 
�hen all things are ready, dra\v as much water as is 
judged. to be sufficient; then observe the motion of the 
stone, b·y the noise or the damsel, and feel the meal; if 
it be too coarse; and the motion too slow, give less feed, 
and it will grind finer, and the motion ,vill be quicker;
if it yet grind too coarse, lower the stone; then, if the 
motion be too slow, dra,v a little more water; but if the 
meal feel to b·e too low ground, and the motion right, 
raise the stoile a little, and give a little more feed. If 
the motion and feed be too great, and the n1eal be 
ground too lo\v, shut  off part of the ,vater. But if the 
motion be too slo\v, and the feed be too s1nall, dra\v more 
water. 

The miller must here remember, that there is a cer
tain portion of feed that the stones will bear and grind 

and sharpness, �nd! i( t�ese be e:1tceeded, there ,viii be 
a Joss, as the gr1nd1ng w111 not then be ,ve11 done. But 
no rule can be laid down, to ascertain the proper por
tion of feed, a knowledge depending upon that skill 
which is only to be attained by practice; as is also the 
art of judging of the right fineness. I ,vill, however, 
lay do,vn such rules and directions as n1ay be of some 



hand at each toss. 

Chap. IS.J OF GOOD GKINDING. 
• 

AUl'ICLE 109. 

RULE FOR JUDGlNG 01'' GOOD GR\�DlNG. 

Catch your hand full of nteal as it fal1s from the stones, 
and feel it lightly het\veen yoµr fingei-s and thumb; and 
if it feel sn1ooth, and not oily or clan1my, and \Vill not 
stick much to the hand, it sho\vs it to be fine enough, 
and the stones to be sharp. If there he no lumps to be 
felt 1arge1· than the rest, but all is of one fineness, it shows 
the stones to be well faced, alld the furrows not to have 
too much draught, as none has escaped unground. 

If the meal t·eel very smooth an<l oily, and stick much 
to the hand, it sho,vs it to be too lo\v ground, hard 
pressed, and the stones dull. 

If it feel in part oily, and in part coarse an(l lumpy, 
ancl will stick n,uch to the hand, it ihows that the stone� 
have too much feed; .or, that they are dull, and badly
faced; or have some furFO\\'S that have too muclt draught; 
or are too deep, or, 1>erhaps, too steep a� the back edge, 
as part has escaped unground, and part is too much 
pressed, and low. 

Catch your hand ful], and holding the palm up, sht1t 
it briskly; if the greatest quantity ot' the meal fl.y out and 
escape between your fingers, it shows it to be in a fine 
and lively state, the stones sharp, the bran thin, and that 
it will bolt welle: But the greater the quantity that stays 
in the hand, the more faulty is the flour. 

Catch a handful of 1neal in a sieve, and sift the meal 
clean out of the bran; then feel it, and if it be soft and 
springy, or elastic, and, a]so, feel thin, with hut little 
sticking to the inside of the bran, and no pieces found 
mucl1 thicker than the rest, the stones are ihown to be 
sharp, and the grinding well done.* 

• Instead ofa sieve, yott may l'\'ke a shovel and hotel the point near the stream 
ofrne:tl, and it will catch part of the bran, ,vith but little meal mixed with it, 
which may be separated by tossing it from one hand to the other, wiping the 
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But i f  it be broad and stiff, and the inside ,vhite, it is 
a sure sign that the stones are dull, or over-fed. If you
find some parts that are 1nuch thicker and harder than 
the rest, such as half or quarter grains, it sho\vs that 
there are son1e furrows that have too much draught, or 
are too deep, or steep, at the back edge; else, that yot1 
are grinding ,vith less feed than the depth of the fur
rows, and velocity of the stone will bear. 

ARTICLE 1 10 . 
.. 

Oi' DRESSING AND SHARPENING THE STONES WHEN DULL. 

\\rhen the stones get dull they must be taken up, that 
they may be sharpened; to do this in the best manner, 
we must be provided with_sharp, hard picks, with which 
the feather edge of the furrows are to be dressed as sharp
as possible; ,vhich cannot be done with soft or dull picks. 
The botton1s of the furrows are likewise to be dressed, 
to keep them of the proper depth; but here the dull picks 
may be used.* '"fhe straight staff must no\v, a1so, be run 
over the face carefully, and i f  there be any parts harde1" 
or higher than the rest, the red will be left on them; 
they must be cracked lightly, with many cracks, to make 
then1 wear as fast as the softer parts, in order to keep
the face good. These cracks also form the edges that 
help to clean the bran; and the harder and closer the 
stone, the more nun1erous are they to be. They are to 
be 1nade ,vith a very sharp pick, parallel to the furrows; 
the damper the grain, the more the stone is to be cracked; 
and the drier. and harder it is, the smoother must the 
face be. The hard smooth places which glaze, may
be n1ade to \Vear 1uore evenly, by striking them, either 

• To prevent the steel from striking your fingers, take a piece of leather about 
. .S by 6 inches square; !13ak_e a hole throug·h the middle, and put the �andle of�e 
pick through it, keeping 1t between your hands and the pick, making a loop m 
the lower edg� through ·which put one of your fingers, to keep up the lower 
part from the stone. 
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with a smooth or rough··faced hammer, many light strokes, 
until a dust begins to appear, which frets the flinty part, 
and makes it softer and sharper. The stone will never 
be in the best order for cleaning the bran, without first 
grinding a little sand, to sharpen all the little edges 
fo1·med by the pores of the stone; the same sand ma� be 
used several times. The stones may be sharpened with
out being taken up, or even stopped; to do this, take half 
a pint of sand, and hold the shoe from knocking, to let 
then1 run empty; then pour in the sa11d, and this will 
take the glaze off the face, and whet up the edges so that 
they will grind considerably better : this ought to be 
often done.* 

Some are in the practice of letting stones run for 
months ,vithout being dressed; but I a1n well convinced 
that those \vho dress them well t,vice a 'week, are fully 
paid for their trouble• 

• �RTICLE 1 1 1  . 
• 

OF THE )IOST PROPER DEGREE OF FINENESS FOR FLOUR. 

As to the most proper degree of fineness for flour, 
niillers differ in their opinion; but a great majority, and 
many of the most experienced, and of the best judgment, 
agree in this; that if the flour be made very fine, it will 
be killed, ( as it is tertned,) so that it will not rise or 
ferment so ,veil in baking; but I have heard many good 
millers give it as their opinion, that flour cannot be 
made too fine, it' ground ,vith sharp, clean stones, pro
vided they be 11ot suffered to rub against each other; aad 
some of those millers do actually reduce almost all the 
meal they get out of the wheat into superfine flour; by 
,vhich means they have but t\vo kinds; namely, super
fine flour, and horse-feed; ,vhich is ,vhat is left after the 

• Care should be taken to prevent the sand from getting mixed with the meal, 
it should be cal�ght in so�e vess�J, �he stone heing suff�t:d to run quite empty; 
the �mall quantity that will rem:un 1n the stone will not 1nJure the ftour. 




